Way to success

11th English
XI QUARTERLY EXAM 2017 - ENGLISH I
Time:2½hours
Marks:90
PART – A
I. Choose the correct synonyms.
(20x1=20)
1. c) chose
2. a) take away
3. a) withdrawal
II. Choose the correct answer.
4. a) accepted
5. d) cemented
6. c) acquit
7. a) support
8. a) cal-cu-la-tion
9. c) Indian Space Research Organisation
10. b) Central Processing Unit
11. c) Noun+Adjective
12. c) sunrise
13. b) International+Police
14. d) flu
15. a) spoken examination
16. d) nick name
17. d) Disagree with one another
18. c) Seldom d) rarely
19.d) distributed
20. a) judgeable / b) judgement

Part-C
i) Answer the following questions.
(7x3=21)
31-36-Refer study material
ii) Explain the contexts.
37. Poem: Sonnet No:116
Poet: William Shakespeare
Explanation: (make your own)
38. Poem: The Solitary Reaper
Poet: William Wordsworth
Explanation:
39. Poem: Off to Outer Space Tomorrow Morning
Poet: Norman Nicholson
Explanation:
40. Poem: The Solitary Reaper
Poet:William Wordsworth
Explanation:
Part-D
Answer the following questions.
(7x5=35)
41-42-Refer study material
43. Spot the errors.
a) He goes to school on foot.
b) Mathematics was my favourite subject.
c) Two and two makes four.
d) One of my brothers is in USA
e) Where is the girl that you are talking to?
43. (or) aeroplane  space
in  over
it  it out
staff  crew
live  lived
44. a) 1) of2) inside
3) of 4) of * 5) with
(*Grace mark should be awarded, since 4th
question is not in order)
44. (or) 1) leave 2) follow 3) disguises 4) leaves 5) left
45. a) sports
b) weather
c) Travel
d) Law e) Archaeology
45. (or) 1) splash
2) boundaries 3) various
4) organised
5) here
46. a) corn(Am.Eng)
- maize
b) vacation(Am.Eng)
-holiday
c) flat(Br.Eng) - apartment(Am.Eng)
d) escalator(Am.Eng)
- lift
e) candy(Am.Eng)
-sweet
46.(or)
a) Shameful, Shameless, Shamelessly, Shamelessness
b) Director, Direction, Directional, Directory, Directly
c) Religious, Religioner, Religionism
d) Terrorism, Terrorist, Terrorize
e) Agreement, Disagree, Agreeable, Agreeably
47. a) May
b) should
c) used to
d) will
e) ought
47. (or)
i) There is a well in my garden (Noun)
Tears welled up from his eyes. (verb)
He is well. (Adj)
ii) lessen

Part-B
Answer the following poetic lines.
(7x2=14)
21. a) The reaper is cuttingand binding the grain. (or)
The reaper is cutting the grain and singing a
melancholy song.
b) she – sings–stream
22. a) I refer to the poet. (or) William Shakespeare.
b) prov’d-lov’d
23. a) The meaning of gaolis prison (or) jail
b) Simile
24.a) The countdown is the last 10 seconds of count
for the launching of the space shuttle from
backward i.e. 10 to 0
b) The person is going to outer space.
25. a) No (or) No the poet was not able to identify the
theme of the song.
b) Simile
26. a) North pole star is the Guiding star for the
wandering people in the sea.
b) Guiding star’s / True love’s worth is unknown.
27. Gandhiji who led India’s freedom struggle, did
not like violence. (or)
Gandhiji who did not like violence, led India’s
freedom struggle
28. The teacher asked the student why he was late to
school.
29. The sweet mangoes are from my garden.
30. The problem is so complicated that I cannot solve it.
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